Various factors are known to affect vowel production, including lexical frequency, neighborhood density, contextual predictability, mention in the discourse, and speaking style. This study explores interactions among all five of these factors on vowel duration and dispersion. Participants read paragraphs containing target words varying in frequency, density, and predictability. Each target word appeared twice in the paragraph. Participants read each paragraph twice: as if they were talking to a friend ("plain speech") and as if they were talking to a hearing-impaired or non-native interlocutor ("clear speech"). Measures of vowel duration and dispersion were obtained. Results revealed that high frequency words and words in plain speech were shorter and less dispersed in the vowel space than low frequency words and words in clear speech, and that second mentions were less dispersed in the vowel space than first mentions, as expected. A series of interactions among the lexical and discourse factors was also observed for both vowel duration and vowel dispersion, suggesting maximization of phonetic reduction in some contexts that impose limited processing costs on the listener and maximization of phonetic enhancement in other contexts that impose heavy processing costs on the listener.
Introduction
Numerous linguistic factors contribute to vowel variation in production, including properties of the words that vowels appear in and properties of the discourse in which those words appear. Lexical properties affecting vowel production include preceding and following segments, lexical stress, and word position (Klatt, 1976) , as well as characteristics of the word itself, including its frequency and phonological similarity to other words (Munson & Solomon, 2004) . Discourse properties affecting vowel production include prosodic structure, speaking rate, semantic predictability, and discourse mention (Klatt, 1976) , as well as speaking style (Picheny, Durlach, & Braida, 1986) .
One dimension of this vowel variation that has received considerable attention in the literature is phonetic reduction in both the temporal (i.e., duration) and spectral (i.e., vowel space dispersion) domains. The empirical evidence shows that high frequency words are reduced relative to low frequency words (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Gahl, Yao, & Johnson, 2012; Munson & Solomon, 2004) , words with few phonologically similar neighbors are reduced relative to words with many neighbors (Munson & Solomon, 2004; Scarborough, 2010; Wright, 2004; cf. Gahl, 2015; Gahl et al., 2012) , words that are semantically predictable in context are reduced relative to less predictable words (Clopper & Pierrehumbert, 2008; Hunnicutt, 1987; Lieberman, 1963) , repeated words in a discourse are reduced relative to first mentions of words (Baker & Bradlow, 2009; Bard, Anderson, Sotillo, Aylett, Doherty-Sneddon, & Newlands, 2000; Fowler & Housum, 1987) , and speech directed towards an imagined friend or family member (i.e., plain lab speech) is reduced relative to speech directed towards an imagined hearing-impaired or non-native listener (i.e., clear lab speech ; Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2007; Picheny et al., 1986; Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2005 ). Lindblom (1990) argued that this phenomenon of phonetic reduction arising from lexical and discourse factors reflects real-time adaptation by the talker to the needs of the listener. Specifically, according to his Hyper-and Hypo-speech (H&H) Theory, speech production reflects the outcome of competing production constraints to minimize effort and perception constraints to maximize communication. Thus, high frequency words are reduced in production relative to low frequency words because high frequency words are easier to identify in perception than low frequency words (Howes, 1957) . Talkers can therefore conserve effort when producing high frequency words without sacrificing successful communication. By contrast, clear speech is unreduced in production relative to plain speech because clear speech is directed towards a non-native or hearing-impaired listener, who is assumed to have difficulty in speech perception. Thus, talkers must expend extra effort to make themselves understood to these listeners. Several more recent theories of phonetic reduction, including Turk's (2004, 2006) smooth signal redundancy hypothesis and van Son and Pols' (2003) model of communicative efficiency, similarly attempt to provide a comprehensive account of phonetic reduction in terms of this competition between production-oriented and perception-oriented constraints.
Although this kind of comprehensive theory of phonetic reduction that can account for the effects of both lexical and discourse factors is desirable, recent research suggests that a more complex model may be necessary. For example, as Lindblom (1990) observed, temporal and spectral reduction are not perfectly correlated. In his analysis of clear vs. plain lab speech, he did not observe a linear relationship between vowel duration and dispersion, suggesting that phonetic reduction in the two domains may be independent (cf. Moon & Lindblom, 1994) . This independence of phonetic reduction across acoustic domains is further supported by mixed findings for temporal vs. spectral reduction for other linguistic factors. In particular, whereas temporal reduction is robustly predicted by high lexical frequency (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Gahl et al., 2012; Munson & Solomon, 2004) , high semantic predictability (Clopper & Pierrehumbert, 2008; Hunnicutt, 1987; Lieberman, 1963) , and second mention in a discourse (Baker & Bradlow, 2009; Bard et al., 2000; Fowler & Housum, 1987) , the evidence for temporal reduction due to low phonological neighborhood density is fairly modest. Scarborough (2010) reported both temporal and spectral reduction for words with few neighbors relative to words with many neighbors, but Munson and Solomon (2004) and Munson (2007) obtained significant effects of phonological neighborhood density only in the spectral domain. These independent effects of temporal and spectral reduction minimally require a model in which the production and/or perception constraints impacting vowel variation differentially affect vowel duration and dispersion. However, these independent effects across acoustic domains could also imply that phonetic reduction is not a single process reflecting a single set of competing constraints on production and perception.
The notion of a single phonetic reduction process arising from competing constraints on production and perception is also potentially challenged by recent research demonstrating interactions among these factors in their effects on vowel duration. Interactions have been observed among lexical frequency, discourse mention, and speaking style (Baker & Bradlow, 2009) , among lexical frequency and semantic predictability (Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Girand, & Jurafsky, 2009) , and among lexical frequency and neighborhood density (Turnbull, 2015; cf. Munson & Solomon, 2004) . These interactions are typically interpreted as reflecting maximal reduction in some contexts and constraints on the lower bound of reduction in other contexts (e.g., Baker & Bradlow, 2009; Wright, 2004) , suggesting that an additional set of constraints may be necessary to account for the combined effects of these lexical and discourse factors on phonetic reduction.
The goal of the current study was to obtain further empirical evidence for the independent and combined effects of lexical and discourse factors on temporal and spectral vowel reduction. Specifically, we examined the combined impact of lexical frequency, phonological neighborhood density, semantic predictability, discourse mention, and speaking style on vowel duration and dispersion in continuous read speech passages. The simultaneous manipulation of all five variables allows for a comprehensive exploration of the effects and interactions among these factors on both temporal and spectral vowel reduction. Given the previous findings, we expected to observe complex patterns of interactions among the five factors, as well as different patterns of interactions across the temporal and spectral measures.
Methods

Talkers
The read passages were produced by 30 monolingual native speakers of Midwestern American English (20 female, 10 male). The talkers ranged in age from 18-29 years old (M = 21, SD = 2). Half of the talkers of each gender (10 female, 5 male) were lifetime residents of the Midland dialect region, which encompasses the lower Midwestern United States. The other half of the talkers had lived exclusively in the Northern dialect region, which encompasses the upper Midwestern United States, until at least the age of 18 years old. The talkers were recruited from the Ohio State University community and were recorded in Columbus, OH, in the Midland dialect region. Together, these 30 talkers comprise the Columbus component of the Ohio State Stories Corpus.
Materials
Each talker was recorded reading 30 short stories two times each, for a total of 60 stories per talker and 1,800 stories total. The short stories were written in the style of those developed by Baker and Bradlow (2009) and contained a total of 236 target words. The 236 target words included 234 unique targets (hot and bad were presented in two stories each) of which 232 were monosyllabic and two (tunic and water) were disyllabic. The stressed vowel in each target word was one of the set /i, ɛ, ae, ɑ, ɔ, u/. The target words were selected to achieve an approximate balance of high vs. low log frequency and high vs. low neighborhood density across the six vowel categories, to the extent possible given the constraints of the English lexicon. The log frequency and neighborhood density measures for each target word were obtained from the Hoosier Mental Lexicon (Nusbaum, Pisoni, & Davis, 1984) . For the purposes of target word selection, high frequency words were defined as those with a log frequency above 2.5 and high density words were defined as those with 12 or more neighbors. The distribution of target words by stressed vowel category, log frequency (high vs. low), and neighborhood density (high vs. low) is shown in Each target word was presented twice within a single short story to allow for an examination of discourse mention (first vs. second). To increase the similarity of the prosodic context of the two mentions, both mentions of each target word were presented in similar positions in the sentence relative to punctuation commonly associated with prosodic phrase breaks, such as commas and periods.
The predictability of each mention of each target word was determined in a separate cloze task in which participants were visually presented with sentences missing a target word and were asked to provide the missing word in an open-set task. Given that some of the sentences contained more than one target word, 20 separate between-subject stimulus lists were created so that each participant saw a given sentence maximally one time. A total of 81 participants completed the cloze task and we obtained at least 8 responses to each target word (maximum: 81; R. S. Burdin et al. Interactions among lexical and discourse characteristics in vowel production
Proceedings of Meetings on Acoustics, Vol. 22 060005 (2015) 4 median: 32), with the exception of the second mentions of top and dodge, which were inadvertently left out of the cloze task materials. Cloze predictability was then defined as the proportion of correct responses (range: 0-1; median: 0.125). The cloze task confirmed that the predictability of the target words was relatively balanced across first and second mentions, as shown separately for each vowel in Table 2 . For the purposes of describing the stimulus materials in Table 2 , high predictability words were defined as those with a cloze predictability greater than or equal to 0.125. Each target word is represented twice in Table 2 . Number of target words with each stressed vowel for each combination of high and low cloze predictability and first and second discourse mention. Each target word is represented twice in Table 2 (once per mention), except for top and dodge, for which predictability is not available for the second mention.
Recording procedure
Each talker was recorded reading the complete set of 30 short stories twice. The talker was seated at a laptop computer in a sound-attenuated booth. In the first block of the experiment, the short stories were presented one at a time on the laptop screen and the talker was asked to read the stories aloud as if talking to a friend, to elicit plain lab speech. The second block of the experiment was identical to the first, except that the talker was asked to read the stories aloud as if talking to someone who is hearing-impaired or a non-native speaker of English, to elicit clear lab speech. The plain speech block was always presented first so that any reduction in the second block due to repetition of the stories would not enhance the stylistic difference across blocks. In both blocks of the experiment, the presentation of the stories was self-paced and the talker could proceed to the next story by pressing the space bar. A reminder of the intended interlocutor was presented prior to each story to encourage maintenance of the target style throughout the block. The order of the stories was randomized separately for each talker for each block. A break was provided after 15 stories within each block and between the two blocks, during which the talker was invited to leave the booth if they wished.
The stories were digitally recorded using a Marantz PMD661 solid-state recorder and a Shure SM10A headset microphone. The recordings were digitized with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 16-bit resolution.
Acoustic analysis
To facilitate acoustic analysis of the target words, the recorded stories were segmented into word and phone units using the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner (Yuan & Liberman, 2008) . The alignment of the target vowels was then hand-corrected by a team of research assistants overseen by the first author. Reliability of the hand-corrections was assessed by examining differences in extracted vowel duration and first and second formant frequencies for a set of five passages (one from each of five different talkers) that were hand-corrected by all of the research assistants. The distributions of the differences were all normally distributed around 0, suggesting that variation across research assistants was not biased towards larger or smaller values. The standard deviations of the difference scores were 69 ms for duration, 40 Hz for F1, and 88 Hz for F2, suggesting that variation across research assistants was also reasonably modest. The recordings produced a total of 28,320 target tokens (236 target words x 2 mentions x 2 styles x 30 talkers). From this set, 37 tokens (0.1%) were missing due to reading or recording errors, 343 tokens (1.2%) were excluded due to disfluencies in reading, 3,652 tokens (12.9%) were excluded for non-modal voicing that prevented accurate estimation of formant frequencies, and 167 second mentions (0.6%) were excluded because the associated first mention was either not produced, produced with a disfluency, or repeated due to a disfluency. Vowel duration and the first and second formant frequencies at five timepoints during the vowel (i.e., 20%, 35%, 50%, 65%, and 80% of the vowel duration) were extracted automatically from the remaining 24,121 tokens. The formant frequencies were converted to Bark (Traunmüller, 1990) for analysis. Trajectory length was calculated from the formant frequencies in both Hz and Bark for each token (Fox & Jacewicz, 2009 ). Duration outliers were identified separately for each talker as values that were more than 3 standard deviations from the talker's mean vowel duration. Formant frequency and trajectory outliers were identified separately for each vowel for each talker as values that were more than 3 standard deviations from the talker's mean of the target measure for that vowel. The 863 tokens which exhibited an outlier value for one or more of the seven measures (duration in ms; F1, F2, trajectory length in Hz; F1, F2, trajectory length in Bark) were excluded from further analysis. The 109 remaining second mentions of top and dodge were also excluded because cloze predictability was not available. The final analysis is therefore based on 23,149 tokens.
Temporal reduction was assessed using the vowel duration measure. To assess spectral reduction, dispersion was defined as the Euclidean distance in the F1 x F2 Bark space of the midpoint F1 and F2 of each vowel token from the center of the vowel space, defined separately for each talker as the grand mean of F1 and F2 over all six vowel categories.
Statistical analysis
The effects of lexical frequency, neighborhood density, cloze predictability, discourse mention, and speaking style on temporal and spectral vowel reduction were examined in a series of linear mixed-effects regression models. Vowel duration was the dependent variable in the models exploring temporal reduction and vowel dispersion was the dependent variable in the models exploring spectral reduction. In both models, the fixed effects included all five linguistic factors, as well as all 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-way interactions. Lexical frequency, neighborhood density, and cloze predictability were continuous variables and were centered prior to being entered in the models. Discourse mention and speaking style were categorical variables with two levels each. The reference level for discourse mention was first mention and the reference level for speaking style was clear speech. Vowel duration was also included as a continuous covariate fixed effect in the dispersion model to ensure that any observed dispersion effects could not be attributed simply to duration (Moon & Lindblom, 1994) . In both models, the random effects were the maximal simple random effects structure justified by the design (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) and consisted of random intercepts for word and talker as well as random by-talker slopes for lexical frequency, neighborhood density, cloze predictability, discourse mention, and speaking style and random by-word slopes for cloze predictability, discourse mention, and speaking style. Random slope interactions were not included to ensure model convergence. Given the large number of tokens included in the analysis, coefficient estimates with |t| > 2 were interpreted as significant (p < .05) because the t-distribution approaches a normal distribution with large degrees of freedom.
Results
Vowel duration
A summary of the model predicting vowel duration is shown in Table 3 . The results of the analysis reveal significant effects of lexical frequency and speaking style as well as three significant interactions: lexical frequency x speaking style, neighborhood density x speaking style, and neighborhood density x discourse mention. None of the other main effects or interactions are significant.
The main effects of lexical frequency and speaking style are in the expected direction. High frequency words have shorter vowel durations than low frequency words and words in plain speech have shorter vowel durations than words in clear speech. These two main effects, as well as their interaction, are shown in Figure 1 . The interaction reflects a greater effect of lexical frequency in clear speech than in plain speech such that the effect of speaking style is maximized for low frequency words.
The interaction between neighborhood density and speaking style is shown in Figure 2 , with the x-axis scale reversed so that greater reduction is to the right as in Figure 1 . The overall patterns are in the expected direction: words with few neighbors have shorter vowel durations than words with many neighbors and words in plain speech have shorter vowel durations than words in clear speech. The interaction reflects a greater effect of neighborhood density in plain speech than in clear speech, which is the opposite of the pattern observed for lexical frequency. That is, whereas the lexical frequency effect is enhanced in clear speech, the neighborhood density effect is enhanced in plain speech. This enhancement of the neighborhood density effect in plain speech relative to clear speech may provide an explanation for the mixed results reported in previous studies examining neighborhood density effects on temporal reduction (Munson, 2007; Munson & Solomon, 2004; Scarborough, 2010) . In particular, neighborhood density effects on vowel duration may be more difficult to elicit in word list reading tasks (e.g., Munson, 2007; Munson & Solomon, 2004; Scarborough, 2010; Wright, 2004) , which encourage hyperarticulated citation form speech, than in more natural speech tasks, including the story reading task in the current study. Thus, the absence of a significant effect of neighborhood density on vowel duration in some of the previous studies (Munson, 2007; Munson & Solomon, 2004) The interaction between neighborhood density and discourse mention is shown in Figure 3 , with the x-axis scale reversed as in Figure 2 . Consistent with the results of the statistical model, no clear effect of discourse mention can be observed. However, the interaction reflects a greater effect of neighborhood density for second mentions than first mentions. This result is comparable to the interaction between neighborhood density and speaking style: in both cases the effect of neighborhood density is greater in the context in which reduction is expected (plain speech and second mentions). The interaction also reveals a cross-over effect in which second mentions have longer vowels than first mentions for words with many phonological neighbors. This result is unexpected and may reflect other factors such as prosodic structure (Burdin & Clopper, 2015) or the nature of the relationship between the first and second mentions of the target words, including whether or not they involve the same referent and the amount of time between the two mentions (Fowler & Housum, 1987) , neither of which were controlled in the short story materials or the statistical models. Figure 3 . Effects of neighborhood density and discourse mention on vowel duration in the Ohio State Stories Corpus. Note that the x-axis is reversed so that greater reduction is to the right.
Vowel dispersion
A summary of the model predicting vowel dispersion is shown in Table 4 . The results of the analysis reveal significant main effects of lexical frequency, discourse mention, and speaking style, as well as a significant four-way interaction between lexical frequency, neighborhood density, cloze predictability, and discourse mention. These effects are independent of a significant effect of the duration covariate which confirms that longer vowels are more dispersed than shorter vowels. No other main effects or interactions are significant.
R. S. Burdin et al.
Interactions among lexical and discourse characteristics in vowel production Table 4 . Summary of the mixed-effects regression model predicting vowel dispersion. *p < .05.
As in the vowel duration analysis, the main effects of lexical frequency and speaking style are in the expected direction, as shown by the coefficient estimates in Table 4 . High frequency words have less dispersed vowels than low frequency words and words in plain speech have less dispersed vowels than words in clear speech. The main effect of discourse mention is also in the expected direction, as shown by the coefficient estimate in Table 4 . Second mention words have less dispersed vowels than first mention words. The four-way interaction between lexical frequency, neighborhood density, cloze predictability, and discourse mention is shown in Figure 4 . For ease of illustration, the continuous neighborhood density and cloze predictability variables are treated as binary variables, as in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The overall patterns for these two variables are in the expected direction: words with few neighbors have less dispersed vowels than words with many neighbors and high predictability words have less dispersed vowels than low predictability words.
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Consistent with the main effects observed in the model, high frequency words have less dispersed vowels than low frequency words for all combinations of neighborhood density, cloze predictability, and discourse mention. However, this effect of lexical frequency is greatest for the high density, high predictability words (top left panel of Figure 4 ) and smallest for the low density, low predictability words (bottom right panel of Figure 4 ). Similarly, second mention words have less dispersed vowels than first mention words overall, but this effect of discourse mention is greatest for the low density, high predictability words (top right panel of Figure 4 ) and smallest for the high density, low predictability words (bottom left panel of Figure 4 ). Taken together, these results suggest similar patterns of interaction for cloze predictability with lexical frequency and discourse mention: the effects of both lexical frequency and discourse mention are enhanced in high predictability words relative to low predictability words. In contrast, the results suggest opposite patterns of interaction for neighborhood density with lexical frequency and discourse mention: whereas the lexical frequency effect is enhanced for high density words, the discourse mention effect is enhanced for low density words.
Discussion
The results revealed significant effects of lexical frequency, neighborhood density, cloze predictability, discourse mention, and speaking style on vowel duration and/or dispersion. Lexical frequency and speaking style exhibited main effects for both acoustic measures and discourse mention exhibited a main effect on vowel dispersion. In all cases, the effects were in the expected direction: high frequency words had shorter and less dispersed vowels than low frequency words, second mention words had less dispersed vowels than first mention words, and words in plain speech had shorter and less dispersed vowels than words in clear speech. Neighborhood density and cloze predictability did not exhibit significant main effects in either analysis, but neighborhood density interacted significantly with discourse mention and speaking style in the duration analysis and both neighborhood density and cloze predictability contributed to a significant four-way interaction with lexical frequency and discourse mention in the dispersion analysis. Thus, all five of the variables that we examined contributed to variation in vowel duration and/or dispersion, consistent with the previous literature demonstrating the independent effects of these factors on vowel production.
However, the results of our analysis also revealed different patterns of main effects and interactions across the two acoustic domains. In particular, although main effects of lexical frequency and speaking style were observed for both vowel duration and dispersion, the main effect of discourse mention was only significant in the dispersion analysis. Similarly, although cloze predictability did not contribute to vowel duration, it was involved in a significant fourway interaction predicting vowel dispersion. Other patterns of interaction also differed across the two analyses. Whereas neighborhood density interacted separately with discourse mention and speaking style in the duration analysis, neighborhood density interacted with discourse mention, cloze predictability, and lexical frequency in a single four-way interaction in the dispersion analysis. Similarly, speaking style interacted separately with lexical frequency and neighborhood density in the duration analysis, but no significant interactions with speaking style were observed in the dispersion analysis. Given that the vowel dispersion results were independent of a significant effect of the vowel duration covariate (see Table 4 ), these different patterns of predictors across the two acoustic domains suggest that these five factors, independently and in combination, make different contributions to phonetic reduction in vowel duration and vowel R. S. Burdin et al. Interactions among lexical and discourse characteristics in vowel production
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The patterns of interaction that we observed also point to the need for a more complex understanding of the factors at play in phonetic reduction. In the duration analysis, lexical frequency and speaking style exhibited a different pattern of interaction than neighborhood density and speaking style or neighborhood density and discourse mention. In particular, whereas the lexical frequency effect was enhanced in clear speech relative to plain speech, the neighborhood density effect was enhanced in plain speech and second mentions relative to clear speech and first mentions, respectively. Similarly, in the dispersion analysis, whereas the lexical frequency and discourse mention effects were enhanced in high predictability words relative to low predictability words and the discourse mention effect was enhanced for the low density words, the lexical frequency effect was enhanced for high density words.
From a listener-oriented perspective (e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004; Lindblom, 1990 ), these various interactions reflect different patterns of enhancement that do not neatly map onto the presumed ease of processing for the listener.
2 In particular, with respect to ease of processing, low frequency words are harder to identify in perception than high frequency words (Howes, 1957) , high density words are harder to identify than low density words (Luce & Pisoni, 1998) , unpredictable words are harder to identify than predictable words (Miller & Isard, 1963) , and new words are harder to identify than repeated words (Slowiaczek & Pisoni, 1986) . Similarly, clear speech is directed towards listeners with presumed perceptual difficulty (Picheny et al., 1986) . Thus, low frequency words, high density words, low predictability words, first mention words, and clear speech are all "hard" contexts for listeners, whereas high frequency words, low density words, high predictability words, second mention words, and plain speech are all "easy" contexts for listeners. Table 5 presents a summary of the observed interactions in our study from the perspective of this listener-oriented "easy/hard" distinction. This summary reveals that whereas neighborhood density and discourse mention effects are enhanced in "easy" contexts, lexical frequency effects are more mixed. The lexical frequency effect is enhanced for dispersion in one "easy" context (high predictability), but it is also enhanced for dispersion in one "hard" context (high density) and for duration in one "hard" context (clear speech). The neighborhood density and discourse mention effects are consistent with maximum reduction in "easy" contexts (Baker & Bradlow, 2009) , including maximum temporal reduction for low density, second mention, plain speech and maximum spectral reduction for low density, high predictability, second mentions. In contrast, the lexical frequency effects are consistent with a mixed pattern of maximum reduction in "easy" contexts and maximum enhancement in "hard" contexts (Wright, 2004) , including maximum spectral reduction of high frequency, high predictability words, maximum spectral enhancement of low frequency, high density words, and maximum temporal enhancement of low frequency, clear speech. Table 5 . Summary of the significant interactions from a listener-oriented perspective.
Interactions resulting in enhancement of an effect in a "hard" listener context are highlighted.
Taken together, our results are consistent with a model of phonetic reduction in which vowels are temporally and spectrally reduced in contexts that impose relatively low processing costs on the listener (e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004; Lindblom, 1990) . The diverse patterns of interactions further suggest that phonetic reduction is maximized under certain combinations of "easy" contexts and phonetic enhancement is maximized under certain combinations of "hard" contexts. Moreover, these combinations of "easy" and "hard" contexts differ across the temporal and spectral domains for vowels. Thus, although these results are consistent with a listener-oriented model of phonetic reduction, they suggest that some refinement to such an approach is necessary to account for the observed differences in the magnitude of the effects across acoustic domains and across combinations of lexical and discourse factors. stream, street, stress, strong, suit, suite, swab, swan, swat, sweat, tag, talk, task, tax, teeth, test, theft, theme, thief, thought, thread, threat, top, toss, track, treat, tree, true, truth, tube, tunic, tweed, tweet, view, walk, wash, watch, water, weed, wheat, yacht, yeast, youth, zest. 
